Comparative analyses of natural sequences or variant libraries are often used to infer mechanisms of expression, activity and evolution. Contingent selective histories and small sample sizes can profoundly bias such approaches. Both limitations can be lifted using precise design of large-scale DNA synthesis. Here, we precisely design 5 E. coli genomes worth of synthetic DNA to untangle the relative contributions of 8 interlaced sequence properties described independently as major determinants of translation in Escherichia coli. To expose hierarchical effects, we engineer an inducible translational coupling device enabling epigenetic disruption of mRNA secondary structures. We find that properties commonly believed to modulate translation generally explain less than a third of the variation in protein production. We describe dominant effects of mRNA structures over codon composition on both initiation and elongation, and previously uncharacterized relationships among factors controlling translation. These results advance our understanding of translation efficiency and expose critical design challenges.
INTRODUCTION
The modulation of translation rate is a major contributor to global and individual gene regulation programs (Vogel and Marcotte, 2012) . In itself, the translational machinery represents ca. 40% of the total protein biosynthesis (Li et al., 2014) , so that its pattern of utilization is intricately linked to the physiological state of the cell (Scott et al., 2010) . Although the evolution of coding sequences is primarily constrained by the necessity to maintain protein biochemical functions, it has become clear that functional redundancies-notably within the genetic code-provide space for encoding additional layers of regulatory information (Plotkin and Kudla, 2010) . A better understanding of the sequence properties capable of impacting translation rates has therefore important fundamental and biotechnological implications. Nonetheless, their exact nature and respective prevalence have been subject to much debate (Gingold and Pilpel, 2011; Tuller and Zur, 2015) .
The early accumulation of gene sequences swiftly revealed species-specific biases in the genomic usage of synonymous codons (Grantham et al., 1980) . The realization that the codon composition of the most highly expressed genes in a given genome correlate tightly with the cellular abundance of cognate tRNAs (Ikemura, 1985) stirred the development of metrics aimed at predicting the expression level of genes from their sequences alone (Cannarozzi and Schneider, 2012) . For example, the widely used Codon Adaptation Index (CAI, Sharp and Li, 1987) provides as good a predictor of protein abundances as experimentally measured mRNA in E. coli (r=0.54 and 0.56, respectively, using n=575 from Taniguchi et al., 2010) . As a result, this and related metrics became de facto gold standards for genomic prediction of expression and-by extensionbiotechnological applications (Gustafsson et al., 2004) .
With the scaling of genetic engineering capacities, a number of experimental results challenged the capacity of such metrics to support rational design of heterologous gene expression. Instead, numerous mechanistic studies have highlighted the major role of mRNA secondary structures in occluding important sequence signals from the ribosomes and consequently decrease translation initiation rates (Adhin and van Duin, 1990; Espah Borujeni et al., 2014; Kudla et al., 2009; Mutalik et al., 2013a) . Controlling for such structures by design, Allert et al. (2010) assayed 285 synthetic genes in vitro and concluded that %AT at the beginning of coding sequences had a larger impact on protein production than structures themselves. Because the distributions of these sequence properties are highly biased around the start of natural coding sequences (Gu et al., 2010) , their functional importance had long been overlooked by traditional genomics correlation analyses (Supek and Šmuc, 2010; Tuller et al., 2010a) .
In addition, an average ramp of rare and presumably slowly translated codons at the beginning of coding sequences has been described in many organisms (Tuller et al., 2010b) . This unexpected feature was suggested to help distribute ribosomes along transcripts, and optimize protein production by avoiding ribosome stacking (Navon and Pilpel, 2011) . Although genome-wide ribosome profiling data show higher ribosomal occupancies at the beginning of natural genes (Ingolia et al., 2009) , they largely fail to validate a generic correspondence between codon usage and translational velocity. Instead, a variety of other sequence properties were found to correlate with these ribosome occupancies e.g. occurrences of Shine-Dalgarno-like sequences (Li et al., 2012) , secondary structures downstream of the ribosome (Pop et al., 2014) and charge of amino acids in the ribosome's exit tunnel (Charneski and Hurst, 2013) . Again, all these properties are uniquely biased at the beginning of genes and were suggested to contribute to the translation speed ramp (Tuller et al., 2011) .
Recent debates have therefore focused on unraveling the causes and consequences of compositional biases observed in the first 30-50 codons of genes. This region has been hailed as critical for fine-tuning the balance between rates of translation initiation and elongation (Eyre-Walker and Bulmer, 1993; Tuller and Zur, 2015) . In the largest manipulation of codon composition to date, Goodman et al. designed 13 synonymous variants of the first 10 codons of 137 genes in E. coli and fused the recoded sequence to a standard reporter. Expression patterns amongst the ~1,800 resulting constructs confirmed that rare codons in this region are associated with increased protein production, as predicted by the codon-ramp hypothesis. However, post-hoc analyses of this dataset also revealed that these rare codons are ATrich and tend to yield weaker predicted secondary structures. The apparent correlation between protein expression and codon usage would thus be confounded by the positive impact of weaker secondary structures on translation initiation (Bentele et al., 2013; -or possibly by the distinct positive effect of %AT (Allert et al., 2010) . Likewise, the excess of positively charged amino acids at the beginning of genes could be incidental to unrelated topological constraints related to the insertion of transmembrane proteins rather than the optimization of translational velocity (Charneski and Hurst, 2014) .
The diversity of conclusions in these reports is symptomatic of the complexity of the physical processes determining translational efficiency. They also highlight the necessity of distinguishing between arguments based on mechanistic phenomena and their evolutionary repercussions. The coding sequence properties controlling translation collectively undergo strong selective pressures to optimize efficiency on a global cellular level, especially in fast-growing microorganisms (Andersson and Kurland, 1990; Kudla et al., 2009) . Although the analysis of evolved genomes permit the identification of functionally important regions and motifs, the very same patterns entangle the effect of many overlapping sequence properties on intricately related processes. This renders ad hoc inferences of direct causation challenging and subject to much interpretation. The manipulation of gratuitous reporters, in contrast, enables precise characterization of arbitrary sequences in a controlled genetic context. In particular, High-throughput molecular Design of Experiments. Sequences were designed to produce fullfactorial libraries of 8 sequence properties correlating with protein production in E. coli. Designer sequences were synthesized and cloned in bulk. Various phenotypes can be characterized using highthroughput sequencing as a generic quantitative readout. Here, we report on protein production. Other phenotypes are analyzed in a companion manuscript. (B) A standard reporter for translational output. Synthetic sequences are cloned as N-terminal fusions to a modified sfGFP, which produces an invariant fluorescent reporter upon post-translational processing by the TEV protease. Translation of the reporter is driven by a perfect ShineDalgarno motif (SDR, italic text) embedded into a novel inducible translational coupling device. Secondary structures in the initiation region can be controllably disrupted by adjusting the influx of leader-bound ribosomes through tunable induction of an unnatural suppressor system. (CD) Topology (C) and definition (D) of the sequence properties varied in the factorial design. molecular Design of Experiments (mDoEs) that rationally varies combinations of interrelated sequence properties permit more definite testing of presumed multifactorial relationships (Allert et al., 2010; Guimaraes et al., 2014; Mutalik et al., 2013b; Smanski et al., 2014; Welch et al., 2009) . In practice, however, such endeavors have been limited by the capacity to implement libraries that are large enough to disentangle more than a few properties, around more than a few reference sequences.
To address these limitations, we designed 244,000 synthetic sequences to systematically explore an 8-dimensional space defined from the main sequence properties discussed above. We implemented a library organized into 56 independent series of phylogenetically related sequences that instantiate as many replicates of a full factorial design. We used high-throughput sequencing to measure multiple phenotypic consequences of these sequence perturbations in a highly parallel fashion. For each strain, we quantified reporter transcript abundances and decay, polysome profiles, protein production and growth rates ( Figure 1A ). This rich and uniquely structured dataset reveals pervading and intricate associations between design variables and phenotypic responses, and further exposes areas in which we are missing critical understanding.
In this paper, we detail our design framework and dissect the impact of the designer sequence perturbations on protein production in different conditions of translational coupling. A more systemic analysis integrating these results with the other phenotypic responses is presented in a companion paper.
RESULTS

Design of experiments for hypothesis-driven functional genomics
We constructed a library of E. coli cells in which 8 sequence properties were systematically varied to assess their joint impact on translation efficiency. These features are encoded in the first 96 nucleotides of a fluorescent reporter gene fusion ( Figure 1BC ). The library conforms to a full-factorial design and therefore represents a statistically ideal sample to untangle the functional contribution of each sequence properties and their deeper interactions to protein production. To limit the influence of post-translational effects on fluorescent readout (e.g. differential protein folding or stability), variable N-termini are cleaved from the translated reporter in vivo using a site-specific protease (Kapust and Waugh, 2000) . The reporter system is driven by a standard inducible promoter and is equipped with a controllable translational coupling system (figure 1B).
Sequences properties of interest were selected amongst the most used and discussed in the literature ( Figure 1CD ). We computed these properties for all genes of the E. coli MG1655 genome and examined their respective correlation with protein expression. This analysis permitted refinement of property scores and guided the definition of biologically meaningful thresholds for binning the continuous properties into categorical levels ( Figure 1D , S1 and 2D). This defined a full-factorial design comprising 1,458 unique combinations. Nearly half these combinations are not represented in the natural E. coli genome, and randomly generated sequences also produce a very skewed sampling of this discretized property space ( Figure  2AB ).
We thus developed a modular multi-objective sequence design framework, D-Tailor (Guimaraes et al., 2014) , to generate consistent sequence libraries under such constraints. To control for factors not captured by the design parameters, we produced 56 replicate factorial series that sample distinct focal regions of the sequence space ( Figure 2C and S2). To further assess the robustness of the design properties, we derived 2 close replicates for each sequence that differ by 1-4 mutations but maintain the intended combination. Details and additional constraints on design are fully described in Supplementary Information. D-Tailor was able to successfully instantiate the 244,000 sequences corresponding to this complex design. All discrete combinations of properties are equally represented in these sequences. Reflecting the difficulty to design extreme sequences, continuous property scores tend to cluster toward the design thresholds ( Figure 2D ). As intended, pairwise correlations between properties are drastically reduced in comparison to the reference genome ( Figure 2E ).
Designed sequences were synthesized on a highdensity oligonucleotide array (OLS, Agilent Laboratories), PCR amplified, cloned into the reporter plasmid and transformed into E. coli cells (see Materials and Methods). Almost all (99.5%) of the designed sequences could be observed (≥10 reads) in a sequencing of this library targeted to the variable DNA sequences. This readily demonstrate the feasibility of implementing complex mDoE at an unprecedented scale: the combined length of sequences varied here represents more than 5 times the size of the E. coli genome.
Effect of design properties on protein abundance
We used a combination of fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) and targeted high-throughput sequencing to characterize fluorescent protein production as an integrated proxy for translation rate (Sharon et al., 2012; Materials and Methods) . Raw data were in excellent agreement with individual measurements of more than 300 clones realized on a benchtop flow cytometer (r=0.95, Figure S3A ). We could derive highly reproducible measurements of protein production (P NC ) for 99.3% (n=242,269) of the designed sequences (median CoV=0.04 over 4 biological replicates, Figure  S3BC ).
We conducted a multi-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to quantify the relative contribution of each sequence property and their second-order interactions to P NC Mutalik et al., 2013b) . This procedure revealed largely dominant effect of the designed mRNA secondary structures around the start codon ). This property alone accounts for 83% of the variability collectively explained by the design properties ( Figure 3A, upper pie) . A similar picture emerges from conducting a recursive regression analysis ( Figure 3B ).
Altogether, the design properties and their secondorder interactions represent only 28% of the explainable variance, suggesting that there are important factors that are not accounted for. We therefore dissected different sources of errors in the experimental design ( Figure 3A , lower pie). Variations amongst the 3 close sequence replicates implemented for each property combination within each series (median CoV=0.10, Figure S3C ) account for a larger fraction of the variance than the experimental error (8% versus 1%). This design error underlines the failure of property scoring functions to capture functionally important differences between very similar nucleotide sequences (>95% identities). We also observe highly variable P NC profiles amongst replicate factorial series ( figure 3D ). When incorporated as a categorical factor in the ANOVA, this factorial identity reclaims 10% of unexplained variance, and its primary interactions with the design properties an additional 6%. Hence, both series-specific misrepresentations of the sequence properties and unidentified sequence idiosyncrasies shared by most member of a series represent important limitations to our understanding of the system.
To better account for differences between series, we next ran independent ANOVAs on each individual factorial series ( Figure 3C ). The explainable variance amongst series ranges from 25% to as much as 63% (43% on average). These numbers correlate well with series-wise means and variances in P NC (r=-0.42 and 0.44, respectively; Figure S3D ), suggesting that poor explanation patterns may stem from inadequate implementations of key properties and consequent failure to elicit varied phenotypic responses.
Secondary structures consistently show the strongest associations with P NC across all series. Specifically, STR -30:+30 has the largest effect size in all but two series, and accounts for 60% of explained variance on average. The structure in the very beginning of the coding sequence (STR +01:+60 ) shows the next most prevalent effect (7%), and the interaction between these two overlapping properties further contributes another 3%. Aside from structural effects, %AT and MHI account respectively for 6% and 3% of the variability on average. The remaining properties and interactions do not appear to strongly affect protein production ( Figure 3B ). Using continuous property scores in a multiple linear regression framework provides similar results ( Figure S3EF ), thereby confirming that the design thresholds do not distort the signal from the underlying properties.
Properties linked to codon usage had little impact on protein production. We could detect a slight increase in the median CAI of constructs with highest expression levels-with CAI explaining 0.75% of the variability in protein production amongst the top quintile of protein producers, versus 0.01% overall ( Figure S3G ). In contrast, manipulation of the putative codon ramp did not yield any measurable effect ( Figure S3H ).
The dominance of secondary structures across the start codon reflects their negative impact on translation initiation (de Smit and van Duin, 1990; Kudla et al., 2009) , which is generally regarded as the rate-limiting step in the translation process (Andersson and Kurland, 1990; Bulmer, 1991; Ciandrini et al., 2013; Shah et al., 2013) . It follows that the effect of potential elongationlimiting properties, such as CAI, can only be observed in a context of high initiation (Supek and Šmuc, 2010; Tuller et al., 2010a ; Figure S3G ). Accordingly, we observe a strong negative correlation amongst factorial series between the contribution of initiation-limiting STR -30:+30 and that of all other properties (r=-0.72, Figure  S3I ).
Epigenetic modulation of initiation rates via translational coupling reveals elongation determinants
We recently developed a standard bicistronic architecture that uses translational coupling from a defined leader cistron to mitigate the impact of mRNA structure on translation initiation of the downstream gene of interest (Mutalik et al., 2013a) . Our reporter system is equipped with an improved version of the device that enables fully controllable disruption of the mRNA structure in the initiation region ( Figure 1C and S4ABC) . We performed the same experiment as above under condition of maximal coupling and were able to derive P C for 238,458 strains (97,2% of the design library; Figure S4DE ). Coupling leads to a drastic compression of protein production profiles toward the high end of the range observed previously ( Figure 4D ). Thus, for most variants in our library, the inducible coupling device enable effective increase in translation rates-without incurring any genetic alteration to the underlying sequences. As previously, we conducted ANOVAs to decompose the contribution of design properties and various sources of error to P C ( Figure 4AC and S4FGH) . Consistent with the reduced dynamic range of the response, the experimental error is more pronounced than before (9%; median CoV=0.06, Figure S4F ). The design error is of the same magnitude (9%; median CoV=0.08) and the contributions of factorial identities and their interactions comparable to those observed for P NC (11% and 6%, respectively). Altogether, the design factors and their second-order interactions explain 26-58% of the explainable variance within factorial series (39% on average, Figure 4D ).
In spite of the coupling, structural properties persisted in showing dominant effects. The average contribution of STR -30:+30 across series nonetheless decreases from 60% to 38%. That of STR +01:+60 , in contrast, rises from 7 to 18%. The farthest structure in the designed region (STR +31:+90 ) shows more modest improvements but exhibits substantial interactions with STR +01:+60 (5 and 2%, respectively). The fractions of explained variance contributed by %AT and MHI are similar to those observed in non-coupling conditions (7 and 4%). The contribution of CAI increases largely from 1 to 7%. The recursive regression procedure permits to further elucidate the hierarchical dependencies of these properties ( Figure 4B ). For example, the effect of CAI is restricted to sequences with weak STR -30:+30 and either weak STR +1:+60 or medium STR +1:+60 associated with strong STR +31:+90 . Thus, initiation might still be limited by secondary structures in part of the library.
Codon usage bias has a subdominant impact on elongation rate P C shows a strong and linear dependence on P NC ( Figure 5A ), thereby providing an opportunity to single out properties that are specifically affected by the lift of initiation constraints. To that end, we conducted a multiple linear regression that incorporates P NC as an explanatory variable in addition to the design properties ( Figure 5B ). In this framework, P NC alone accounts for 61.8% of the variance in P C . STR -30:+30 and its interaction with P NC represent insignificant parts of the residual variance (0.2% each). Hence, the unexpected impact of STR -30:+30 on P C is a direct correlate of its contribution to P NC and this structure does not seem to elicit a specific response under coupling. To a large extent, the same conclusion applies to %AT (0.2%). In sharp contrast, we find that STR +01:+60 and its interaction with P NC account for substantial fractions of the residual variance (5.8% and 3.8%, respectively). CAI shows the next largest contribution (4.6%), while STR +31:+90 and its interactions with P NC and STR +1:+60 also cumulate a sizeable effect (1.9% altogether). For a given P NC , the increase in protein production that results from translational coupling is strongly correlated with CAI ( Figure 5A ). Thus, the lack of production improvement under coupling identifies sequences that are intrinsically limited by elongation. In other strains, increasing initiation reveals graded capacities to support heavier ribosomal fluxes that are commensurate to codon adaptation. The magnitude of this association first increases with P NC (Figure 5A , inset), a trend that likely reflects the vanishing collateral impact of STR -30:+30 on elongation of the leader sequence (see next section). The association then sharply drops amongst highest protein producers, as de facto CAI distributions become increasingly skewed toward larger values ( Figure S3G ).
Excluding the bottom decile of protein producers, we find that P C is associated with a smooth linear increase of the median CAI ( Figure 5C ). Amongst these strains, the median P C increases substantially with CAI from 68 to 75 a.u. (r=0.16, Figure S5 ). That the lowest producers do not follow this association suggests that their translational regimes remains largely limited by initiation. As detailed below, this behavior is determined by strong STR +1:+60 combined with weak STR +31:+90 . The distribution of CAI clearly follows these two structural properties ( Figure 5C ), in a pattern that reflects growing requirements for efficient elongation as initiationlimiting constraints are increasingly lifted.
Versatile secondary structures dominate initiation and elongation rates
Relating the physical position of ribosomes at key steps of the translation process to the arrangement of the three overlapping designed structure windows ( Figure  6A ) permits to better grasp the diverse contributions of secondary structures to both P NC and P C . Under coupling, ribosomes must unfold the entire STR -30:+30 and the first 16 nucleotides of the STR +1:+60 . Re-initiation then entails accommodation of the SD R , as well as the precise adjustment of the reporter start codon onto the ribosomal P site (Milón and Rodnina, 2012; Yoo and RajBhandary, 2008) . In our case, this involves a net backtracking of a single nucleotide. The STR -30:+30 being fully unfolded at this stage, its strong and seemingly indirect contribution to P C is particularly surprising (Figure 4AB and 5AB).
Because potent STR -30:+30 mobilize the downstream half of the leader sequence ( Figure 6A ), such structures can be expected to slow elongation of the leader under coupling conditions. This would result in lower influxes of leader-bound ribosomes and subsequently lower coupling rates. Rather than a more direct but elusive mechanistic effect on reporter re-initiation, the impact of STR -30:+30 on P C is thus likely to reflects the impact of secondary structures on leader elongation. Showing little contribution of CAI, P NC is largely limited by initiation and constitutes an excellent proxy for the true strength of secondary structure in the initiation region. In this light, the prominent linear relationship between P C and P NC ( Figure 5AB ) suggests that secondary structures in vivo may have a stronger impact on elongation than codonbased features such as CAI.
The same reasoning is applicable to part of the STR +01:+60 , since about half of an idealized fold centered in that window must be unfolded by a leader-bound ribosome ( Figure 6A ). However, the role of this structure in modulating initiation appears to be more direct. The long tails of low P C observed in nearly all factorial series ( Figure 4D ) are characterized by strong STR +01:+60 ( Figure 5C and 6C). Structures that nucleates after the footprint of leader-bound terminating ribosomes and are strong enough to extend toward the start codon may promote ribosomal backtracking, thereby hindering its precise positioning onto the start codon and eventually limiting re-initiation.
The strong effect of STR +01:+60 requires further association with weak STR +31:+90 ( Figure 6CD ). In the mechanism outlined above, the destabilization of STR +01:+60 by terminating ribosomes releases part of the sequence involved in STR +31:+90 . Strong STR +31:+90 that are capable of outcompeting the refolding of STR +01:+60 can therefore promote higher initiation by preventing the formation of this negative determinant. Such a thermodynamic competition may account for the otherwise puzzling positive association between STR +31:+90 strength and protein production ( Figure 3B and 6EF), as well as for many interactions and hierarchical relationships identified above ( Figure 3BC and 4BC). Likewise, one might expect strong STR +01:+60 to compete with initiation-limiting STR -30:+30 and therefore drive increased protein production. Our data do not evidence such antagonism, perhaps because such STR +01:+60 exert a sufficiently negative impact on initiation by themselves and substitute to the effect of the outcompeted STR -30:+30 ( Figure 6EF ). Accordingly, strains that undergo the most substantial protein production improvements under coupling are characterized by strong STR -30:+30 associated with weaker STR +01:+60 ( Figure 6BC ).
Poor descriptions of secondary structures hinder accurate predictions
Given the dominant impact of structural properties on translation rates, we investigated whether we could define post hoc structural metrics to better describe our data. First, we computed minimum free energy predictions for windows of varied sizes positioned over the larger initiation region (-40:+81) . This yielded smooth profiles of explanation, but only modest improvement over the original design windows ( Figure  7A ). Under coupling, this analysis corroborates the contribution of structures nucleating downstream of the pre-initiating ribosome footprint and capable of extending up to the start codon ( Figure 7B ). Again, we observed a substantial variability amongst factorial series ( Figure 7CD ), which mirrors the diversity of structure profiles associated with comparable protein productions ( Figure S7 ). Altogether, these data suggest that a predictive approach based on a fixed window is not capable of capturing the diversity of folding situations.
To circumvent arbitrary window selection, we next computed predicted accessibilities for each nucleotide in the initiation region (-50:+45; Bernhart et al., 2006) , and used them as so many predictors in a multiple regression analysis of protein production. This procedure affords better explanations of individual series, but is less accurate on the whole dataset ( Figure 7I ). While it does not provide any improvement from a predictive standpoint, this analysis clearly identifies pairing of the core SD R motif and the ~25 nts after (but excluding) the start codon as the key determinants of translation initiation ( Figure 7E ). These data are in perfect agreement with functional genomics expectations ( Figure 7F ). The contribution of SD R to P C is markedly reduced (Figure 7GH ), in agreement with the mechanism of translational coupling.
DISCUSSION
The ability to synthesize and assemble hundreds of thousands of precisely designed gene variants has allowed us to formally test a number of key theories about translational efficiency in E. coli.
We estimated that the properties implemented in our mDoE and their interactions could explain roughly a third of the measured variance in protein production. We could further link 6% of the unexplained variance to the inaccuracy of the property scores used for design. Significantly, we found that responses and explanation patterns are highly variable between factorial series. In fact, another 20% of global variance could be explained by indiscriminately considering the idiosyncratic behaviors that are specific to each series. In a few cases, it was possible to trace the sequence determinants of particular idiosyncrasies. For example, series 344 shows strongly bimodal distributions of protein production (Figure 3-4D) . Many of its low producing strains comprise two contiguous prolines, an arrangement known to be translated very inefficiently (Chevance et al., 2014) . The unusually high contribution of MHI in this particular series ( Figure 3C and 4C) is then only incidental to the hydrophobic nature of these two residues (data not shown). This serve as a reminder that uncontrolled properties can confound even the most thorough mDoE.
The translation process is governed by the fine balance between the rates of initiation and elongation. The relative importance of these two steps has been a matter of active debate for decades, in part because most natural sequences have evolved to optimize their coordination. To disentangle these two processes, we have developed a new translational coupling device that enables controllable manipulation of initiation in vivo, without altering the sequences and their intrinsic elongation properties. Some of the design properties have no measurable impact on protein production in either initiation or elongation-limiting conditions. In particular, our data do not lend support to the codon ramp hypothesis, which predicts that slowly translated codons at the beginning of genes should optimize the flow of ribosome and protein production (Navon and Pilpel, 2011 ). The MHI also shows negligible contributions. Yet, we investigated hydropathy because it produced one of the strongest associations with protein expression in our preliminary analysis of the E. coli genome ( Figure S1DE ). Further analyses suggest that our initial observation was confounded by functional constraints operating above regulatory level. Indeed, we found an overrepresentation of hydrophobic regions in the N-terminus of noncytoplasmic proteins, which are overall less expressed than their cytoplasmic counterpart (data not shown). This confusion illustrates the fallibility of statistical inferences from natural sequences.
Properties describing secondary structures show prevalent contributions in all translation regimes. Strong structures capable of occluding the SD motif are critical initiation determinant and account for most of the variance in protein production. Secondary structures just downstream of the start codon can modulate initiation, especially when associated with weak, non-competing structures further downstream. Conversely, such competing downstream structures may assist unfolding and accommodation of the initiation region by the ribosome, hence unexpectedly increasing protein production. These results are strikingly in line with structural biases observed in the natural E. coli genome ( Figure S1K ). Such functional interactions thus appear significant enough to constrain the evolution of natural sequences. Finally, our data strongly suggest that transcript folding can strongly diminish elongation rates in vivo, as evidenced by the indirect impact on coupling efficiency of structure within the leader sequence.
Our results put forward the functional significance of complex intra-molecular folding transactions that operates dynamically as an mRNA is transcribed and simultaneously translated. Together with the diversity of structure contribution profiles between factorial series ( Figure 7CD ), they suggest that a good part of the design error and inability to fully explain protein production stems from limited capacities to adequately describe relevant structural features ( Figure 7I ). Further work will be needed in this respect to improve our predictive power.
We find that %AT contributes positively to protein production. These bases may favor the action of protein S1 of the 30S ribosomal subunit, which plays a key role in accommodating the transcript during initiation (Duval et al., 2013) . Given that %AT remains slightly correlated to structural properties in our sequences ( Figure 2E) , it is also possible that this property captures a general structural feature that is not appropriately described by our measures of folding energy.
Finally, we show that improving initiation rates by translation coupling reveal a sizeable contribution of the CAI, which was largely hidden under normal conditions. The codon composition of a gene is expected to modulate its elongation rate due to the differential availability of cognate charged tRNA. That the effect of CAI is not detectable except in the highest protein producers strongly suggests that translation is natively limited by initiation in the vast majority of our library. Our results might contrast with the observation of natural sequences, the codon composition of which is probably evolutionary fine-tuned to match their respective initiation rates and thereby enable the production of necessary protein amounts. Only in this case does the CAI provide an accurate proxy for the global translation rate. It cannot currently be used as such with artificial sequences and its optimization is then subordinated to that of the initiation rate.
Altogether, our analyses provide important insight into the hierarchy of features that are important for translation efficiency. This permits a better understanding of the functional constraints that shape the evolution of natural sequences. Furthermore, it delineates a number of rules to optimize the translation of synthetic sequence for biotechnological applications. Given the poor predictive performances of our models and the underlying difficulties in properly capturing the impact of secondary structures, we refrained from developing an inaccurate predictive tool. More realistically, we propose a generic checklist procedure to maximize protein production that is largely inspired by the hierarchal classification of our data (Figure 3-4B ): i) avoid any secondary structure capable of occluding the SD sequence; ii) avoid within-CDS structures capable of extending toward the start codon; iii) favor more distal structures capable of competing with their formation; iv) increase %AT in the first ~20 nucleotides of the gene; v) maximize codon usage in the rest of the gene, avoiding to introduce local structure that could slow elongation rate.
Protein production is perhaps the most immediate and relevant outcome of translation, but the process is deeply rooted in the global physiology of the cell. Fully understanding and controlling the repercussions of sequence perturbations therefore demands a more integrated and systemic analysis ( Figure 1A ) that is detailed in a companion paper.
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